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Oblivion

Genealogy, like psychoanalysis, assumes that it is possible to disassemble reality down to its origin, attaching to
it the matrix value of plausible, recognisable, rationalisable causality. Genealogy is the most materialistic of all
disciplines, in as much as it is grounded on the belief that reality finds justification in a time prior to history itself
(Michel Foucault, Gilles Deleuze). The role of the speculative revelation of psychoanalysis, of historical critical
thinking, and of design’s cultural interface is fighting against this causality, this pre-determined
consequentiality. 

Psychoanalysis does not recognise mistakes - it recognises the development of survival mechanisms of variable
degree of sociability, as it encourages the transformation of a barbarian impulse into some socially positive kind
of energy, of which art is an example. History fights against oblivion, interweaving facts in a text which is always
omissive in its recollections, thus opening up (be it on purpose or not) new oblivion holes. We fight oblivion with
oblivion; we can only forget what we know. Oblivion is an unconscious form of incorporation (Walter Benjamin).
Paradoxically, oblivion is made of memories: it is not as much a question of  ‘not wanting to know’, a question
of deciding to ignore, as the need to update and take as referents a number of things which may, ultimately, help
to guide the world, help to sustain survival, and, above all, help to preserve the grounds for self justification and
identity (António Damásio).

Memory is fundamental in making it possible for us to tell, and feel, the events occurring in time. Measuring time
and feeling time are two completely different things. Time is measurable because, when an event occurs, we can
always refer  to another event that precedes the former and of another one that follows the latter. This is
chronological time. But time is also a function of memory. According to St Augustine, the distension of time
comprises three interrelated moments: memory’s past, inner intuition’s present, and expectation’s future. Without
memory, there is no history of identity, no relation between past, present and expectation. ‘For him, now or
yesterday, all was time past, an  alien world or one such. And disinterest. The constant disinterested disinterest
of a man deserted of people and places, of time and feelings’1.

Without memory, the subject is isolated in solipsism, barely aware of his/her present, naked of all stimuli coming
from his/her experience of the other. If, as Kant claims, time is but a form of inner meaning, or the intuition of
self, since time is nothing, once it is abstracted from this intuition, the question that remains is still the same: how
can the intuition of self co-exist with a suspension of memory? Time is as much a permanent question in the mind
of philosophers, artists, physicists, composers and writers, as in the experience of ordinary man. If, in the artistic
manifestations of modernity, time is conceived above all as a succession of new proposals leading to irreversibility
– to the maximum exponent of the cubistic explosion of the simultaneity of moments in time – and to civilisational
progress, the reflection closest to our time, which we have labelled post-modernity (a label some have already
put on the shelf), requires availabibility to return to the past, to re-create models, to make use of quotation, to
accept syntheses and eclecticism through the exercise of reflective memory, to experience metalanguage as an
expression of thought which re-encodes essence as appearance, he/she who is as the projection of his/her mask,
the essential as the provisional, the author as the persona.
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‘Oh, how full of memories was this noise, how softened by memories the quietness his mother brought back into
the house with her quasi playful happiness, and he remembered his father (…), once a potter whose craft meant
little to his son though he loved listening to the stories he used to tell in the evening: stories about his work,
describing how the big-bellied wine barrels and the  elegantly round olive-oil pitchers were made, how he made
them, stories about his thumb moulding the lump of clay, and about scrapers and a droning lathe and the art of
clay-baking; lovely stories intertwined with so many old potters’songs.’2 In as much as it organises time, memory
acts upon the perception of events and artefacts, and conditions the expression of cultural phenomena. Knowing
that the eternal is what keeps coming back because ‘nothing which is not rooted in memory can last to reality’3,
Broch, open to change, goes on telling the story of Virgil up to ‘the sweet total oblivion, followed by dreamless
sleep’4. 

The difference between a ‘place’ and a ‘non-place’ lies only in its affective marking by memory. ‘Non-places’ are
‘places’ to which we are not attached, places we just pass by, deterritorialised territories ; they usually appear as
neutral collectors or distributors, in other words, with no history.

Origin

Though conditioned by the programme natural discipline, design, as a vehicle for identity and memory, aspires to
the ultimate design, to freedom’s ideal place. Design is the knowledge that binds the moments of temporality
through  the knowledge of the technical experience of poiesis, which is the founder of the artistic
(author/technique), the technological (programme/technique) and the functional (author/programme)
dimensions.  ‘Poetics’, as a technique based on the memory of existence, is design’s innovation factor. Poetics
(poiesis), as the technique of creation, covers the whole techno-constructive act of creation, and, today, design
is its most visible field for the artistic manifestation of knowledge imbued in techné.

The deeper we go in our knowledge of design works, the more we have to come to terms with their technical
nature – poetics is translated in a number of technical options; design works are made according to a constructive
process, one which will aggregate the materials selected (individual repertoire), and make them meaningful.
However, this knowledge of the technique of design exposes the individual in his/her essence, and there is
nothing technical in the essence of man. In opposition to Heidegger’s view, Vilém Flusser claims that we can
get a clearer picture of human nature when we call it homo faber than when we set out to differentiate it from
other animal species calling it homo sapiens sapiens: ‘if we are to understand the history of mankind as the
history of production (…), then it is possible to distinguish, grosso modo, the following historic periods: hands,
tools, machines, apparatuses. Producing means being able to extract something (entwenden in German) from
what we have, to convert it (umwenden) into something made, to give it some particular use (anwenden) and
to use it (verwenden)’.5 The author goes on justifying his argument by saying that when the individual
transforms something into something else, he/she is transforming him/herself into the transformed thing:
‘factories are places where new forms of human beings have been successively produced: first came the homo
manus, then the homo ferramentum, then the homo machina and, finally, the homo apparatus’.6 The
factory metaphor used by Flusser stresses the human being’s constructive essence, which enables him/her to
construct him/herself while constructing, acquiring, different configurations according to the models he/she has
used throughout history. This explains the appearance of tools, which empirically imitate our hands and our body;
of machines, which imitate them mechanically; and, more recently, of all those devices which imitate them
neurophysiologically. As homo faber, the human being is homo sapiens sapiens, ‘because producing is learning
and acquiring information, producing it and sharing it’7 and, we might add, it is also recognising oneself in as
much as the things produced are extensions of our body as well as mediators between ourselves and the others. 
Based on our knowledge of brain physiology, made popular by Damásio8, we can build a metaphorical bridge
between the individual’s intellectual and environmental ecosystems. Just as there is a personal and mental
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behavioural frame, built through the acquisition of an extensive patrimony of somatic markers (product and
producer of emotions), so is the human environment composed of a material frame of artefacts, historic markers,
product and producer of a new set of relations of the individual, with himself and with the world. The objects
which are part of our identity are also objects that carry emotions, objects that are markers of identitary
singularity; they are objects of humanisation. These are the important objects in our life: they link us to the past,
they are our memory; their importance is determined neither by their material nor by their functional value, but
by their symbolic and affective value. The same principle may justify a habitat sunk in memories, as in Beckett’s
Happy Days, a play that features a woman, Winnie, buried up to her waist in a mound of sand.
Ascribing meaning to objects – their fetishism – is the quality that, acquiring the value of memory marker and
transformer of behaviour, raises an object beyond its status as garbage, dreg, superfluous residue, and endows it
with a life of its own.

Through our appropriation and signification of objects, protecting the frail marks of affection, and safeguarding
poetics in detriment of the massification of taste, (in constant rotation), we are doing eco-design in the most
perfect sense of the term: a mental act of survival. Moreover, this premise justifies the meaning of design as the
meaning of life.

Each new day, strictly functional arguments are farther and farther away from their role as the main persuaders
in the acquisition of objects. Some speak of the symbolic dimensions of objects, since, being guided by their
practical performance, they are no longer self-sufficient.  Objects are extensions of the body and mind of their
users. They fulfil important identitary representation functions. Objects find justification in need – desire –, whose
satisfaction seems to be psychic rather than physical. In creating life-style scenarios  - arguments for happiness –
advertising establishes and supports the powerful mechanisms of representation conveyed by trade marks. There
is, undoubtedly, an important basis for the study of the phenomena related to the representation of design: the
fetishistic condition of mankind. 

Some objects correspond to our yearnings. Among them, there are those which represent such an effort of form
that they become emblematic of the spirit of their time. Either through the functionalism of form or through their
adaptation to the human body, modern rhetoric, and its assumption of use values,  proposes to make a new
contribution to the modelling of society by objects. Modern man has forgotten that offering new categories is
not enough for them to replace the old ones. Designing a new panoply of objects as promoters of new ideals is
not enough to organise a new society and devise a new aesthetics. When the individuals make things, when they
work to afford things and/or use things, they become a thing among other things. The paradox between
technique and freedom lies in the recurrence of resorting to technical commodities, as a liberating possibility, but
also its own trap, a trap made of persuasive constraints. If the growing subjection of the individual to technology
places him/her farther and farther away from the distant natural paradigm (man’s appearance on earth has done
away with anything natural), this relation is also one of survival, the survival of the species. In making
himself/herself technologically functional, the human being is merely replacing the old biological faculties with
technical devices of appropriation and artificialisation.

These relations of appropriation and transformation are the technical culture and bear witness to their conceptual
model (the Iron Age and the Bronze Age, but also the age of the Internet and of dynamic-interactive-televised
diagrams). Many of the new technological means are exclusively conceived for techno-scientific reasons, moving
away, in their inhuman artificiality, from the human origin of their creators. When we analyse them, we perceive
them as extensions: like cyberspace compared to the nervous system network. Unlike technological devices,
design artefacts are not exclusively functionalised. Their conception comprises a high proportion of free will,
subjectivity, and poetical reasons  - of no technical and scientific value –, though all this is of essential cultural
value, in other words, the effect of identitary belonging to a certain idea of a way of life. Therefore, science and
its instruments can be useful in studying design, but only to the limit of its technical appearance. Design has
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played a role of growing importance in the construction of identities and cognitive environments, thus
contributing to the contemporary dematerialisation and virtualisation of the world.

In Heidegger, poetry recovers the origin of human essence, protecting man from mechanical reification through
an openness to truth (poetry as aletheia). In Flusser, technique is the structural matrix of the individual: man is
sapiens sapiens because he has become technical since the origin of the word. If, on the one hand, poetics as
technique is something that can be learned and developed, on the other, it finds justification in the repertoire of
existence, where it originates. Bringing together Heidegger and Flusser, poetics as technique is based on acts of
existence, which will be transformed into an instrumental matrix, as a machine for the interpretation of the world,
and a language of creation. Poetics as technique presents itself in provisional proposals, as provisional as our self-
perception of the acts of existence, which are randomly and technically open as a possible source of knowledge. 

Innovation

Within the scope of the contemporary discourse on design, the themes presented in this text pertain to a
reflection focused on the nature of the discipline and its relations with other fields of knowledge. 

Richard Buchanan argues that a discipline such as design studies, currently in an embryonary state, is still
incomplete in many respects. Design studies exist as a result of the combined efforts of many disciplinary sources
which have contributed to a reflection upon the nature of design. Papanek adds to Buchanan’s arguments by
claiming that designers should not neglect the important body of knowledge developed in disciplinary domains
such as psychiatry, historic culture, human geography, philosophy, archaeology…, in as much as these disciplines
comprise an extraordinary body of information on the way individuals express themselves aesthetically and
psychophysiologically.9

This neglect (the arrogance of ignorance?) is visible in the attitudes of the two groups of designers Papanek uses
to ground his view of design: the group of designers who want to make the process of design more systematic,
more scientific, more predictable and more compatible with information systems; and the group of designers who
follow sensations, intuitions, feelings, revelations. The former try to rationalise design, to ‘scientifise’ design
through the application of rules, taxonomies and classification, whereas the latter hover in a certain romanticism
- their own way of finding answers to the human needs.

Despite an excessively antagonic dichotomy, Papanek chooses to separate these two trends in the practice of
design – a kind of cold, logical, high-tech functionalism, and the so-called seat-of-the-pants design -, what
must really be stressed is the need for design studies to take into account the contributions from other fields of
knowledge in order to determine their own domain. Buchanan clearly argues that design culture is specific, i. e.,
it is the type of culture ‘by which one means the ideas and disciplines of thinking and working that distinguish
the field of design from other fields, giving it a well-grounded place in the modern world’10.  If we go on reading
the same author, we will find justification for the emergence of design studies: ‘Where [a discipline of design
studies] does exist is in the combined efforts of many people – designers, design historians, and scholars in a
variety of existing disciplines – to begin reflecting on the nature of design and the human-made products created
through deliberate  planning. Design studies is emerging today for the same reasons that the design profession
is experiencing a resurgence: immediate problems of integrating design into industry and long-term cultural
questions about the role of design in the modern world and its potential for contributing to human experience
(…). A strong discipline of design thinking could be one of the valuable legacies of the twentieth century’.11

The ontology of design finds meaning and singularity between engineering and art. However, unlike engineering,
whose technical essence originates in a programme/technology relation of functionalised optimisation, and unlike
art, which is based on an author/technology relation of hermetic uselessness, design has kept its non-specialised
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character through an open relation between author, technology and programme. From art’s viewpoint, design’s
stigma is its usefulness; from engineering’s viewpoint, its stigma is design’s useless excess. Akin to philosophy, art
has concerned itself with the meaning of things, in an effort for convergence toward a fruitive, contemplative
aesthetic interpretation of the world. As a consequence of the autonomisation imposed on it in the wake of the
Romantic heritage of the nineteenth century, art has come to dismiss its traditional painting and sculpture
techniques in favour of other techniques, such as the creation of environments or contexts, the integration of the
body as artistic ‘matter’, video, photography, signs of the natural world, etc.

Engineering has stemmed from pragmatics and the belief that it is always possible to find a technological solution
for every evil in the world, a solution idealised by mimesis. Design, like other disciplines before it, seeks solutions
which are emotionally and pragmatically related to the individuals’ existence.

Yet, design, in all its thoroughness, cannot be judged either technically or aesthetically, but only poetically. This
would be the new criterion, a criterion able to evaluate aesthetics in its use, and technique in its performance,
toward the redemption of material culture; in other words, toward the integration of artifice in a certain
ontological necessity.

Let us consider two genealogical interpretation models for the disciplines descending from poiesis – art,
technology and design -, namely, the specialised evolution model by disciplinary autonomisation, which
corresponds to the idea of functionalised industrial production (Norberto Chaves), and the holistic humanistic
model, which recognises design as the legitimate heir to techné’s common trunk (author, technique,
programme), from which the aesthetic operation (art) and engineering (technology) have moved away (Vitor
Papanek).

As the designer moves away from unconscious doing towards conscious doing, he/she finds him/herself in the
same situation as other disciplines polarised between engineering and art. In recognising that doing always
implies an operator or an author (someone who technically imbues the outcome with his/her modus operandi,
his/her culture and experience, his/her technique), a programme (the set of unfulfilled desires which the artefact
is expected to fulfil), and a technology (the material and intellectual technical means available for its construction),
design gains disciplinary singularity as it keeps the three generative entities connected through their answers.

The designer is an interpreter of the world; his/her artefacts are supra-functional objects which, unlike the objects
of engineering, always carry a second meaning, a metaphoric reading or artistic value, but which, on the other
hand and in opposition to art, do not renounce to their integration in the worldliness of ordinary daily life, with
all its practicalities and banalities, operating through its objective functionality. Design engages in a, sometimes,
very tense dialogue between its three protagonists – author, programme and technology – in opposition to
engineering, where the subjectivity of authorship is subject to the interrelation between programme, technology
and art, where the functional programme is immolated by the author in his/her relation with technology. If art
has no functional programme (for subjective, individual and hermetic reasons), engineering does not suffer from
author subjectivity (its culture is scientific and technological).

Representation as thought is something constructed in the interaction of the world with a multiplicity of ways of
doing, and with language. Reflecting is not just starting the ‘merry-go-round of images of the thing’ (Gilles
Deleuze); it is, instead, rescuing from it certain images of the thing. More than focusing on the thing, reflecting
determines a certain way of approaching it, and, therefore, of making it appear.  The kind of thinking which can
mistake an assertion of existence for an explanation of meaning, when it is reduced to reality, makes the world
a never-ending hermeneutic possibility. Therefore, the expression ‘this means’ is part of an ontological
contingency which gives each kind of approach a quality which enables it to create a new meaning (a truth?) and
to increase the artifice, or, in other words, the culture (a singular way of expressing oneself).
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Human beings have mixed feelings when it comes to technique: they recognise its usefulness in improving survival
conditions and comfort – each problem that arises can be solved through the creation of an artefact  -, but, at
the same time, they blame it for the destruction of our environment. Human beings wonder, paradoxically, about
the meaning of technique as a threat to man’s future; having lost all instinctive attachment to nature, man has
become a technical operator (both of his/her own body and the world), building a cultural paradise at the cost
of losing the ‘natural’ one. This ‘paradise lost’ kind of nostalgia is, ultimately, the principle underlying man’s
technical desire to appropriate/transform the world through scientific innovation.

As he/she questions technique, the human being disguises the underlying problem of human ontology, a problem
of growing momentousness due to the constant development of information systems and genetics in the post-
modern criticism of anthropocentrism. One can ask: is the individual but a technical apparatus among many
others (increasingly controlled by the devices he/she himself/herself has created), or is he/she a creator in the
image of the Creator, in other words, does he/she, in his/her wish to rise beyond his/her status as creature and,
training as his/her own creator,  become a second degree creature?

The man creature, as nature’s legitimate beneficiary, has become the creator of a second cultural nature, asserting
his/her divine nature through his/her freedom to determine his/her own destiny. Nevertheless, in providing
technical devices for his/her autonomy, he/she has been pushed by destiny into the same trap he/she had planned
for God: overtaken by his/her creation or perpetuated by it. If, in the end, our emotions are but electro-chemical
flow, if our characters are but returnable genetic alignment, what, we may ask, is the ‘essence’ of the existing
humans, an ‘essence’ that differentiates us from the things and the creatures we create? Are we but things
among things, subject to the inexorable condition of everlasting existence?

Having managed to be marginal to all environments, man has technically developed external means of
specialisation, in other words, a material world. Man has not become specialised; instead, he/she has created
external means of specialisation, which, in turn, have come to condition his/her subsequent behaviour. In rejecting
specialisation, Design can follow as many open paths as the different areas of specialisation. This condition of
non-specialisation places the designer’s activity in the centre of the act of representing/reflecting design.

Design weaves the plot of Design, thus establishing the domain of its specific innovation. As it happens, design’s
contribution to innovation comes as a result of a singular interpretation (and, therefore, new interpretation) of
existence (the personal experience of time).

Paradoxically, being new does not necessarily entail the most recent cybernetic event (the nostalgia of a lost
communicative capacity), but reflecting upon the past through the construction of an appropriate and unfinished
language (creation).

Previous experiments now emerge as new proposals of infinite combinatory capacity, a capacity which finds
justification as an argument for survival. Innovation emerges as a territory of freedom, in other words, as a new
possibility in the network of contextual constraints.
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